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Flexibility Fallacy
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Lee Sheppard hit the nail squarely on the head re-
cently when she observed that partnership tax specialists
are accustomed to ‘‘doing anything they want — and we
do mean anything.’’1 In fact, subchapter K gives new
meaning to the phrase ‘‘voluntary tax system.’’ There is
no greater evidence that partners pay taxes on their own
very special terms than that embodied in the substantial
economic effect test. Under that standard, partners can
trade and deal in tax burdens and benefits in a manner
that the Helvering v. Horst court would never condone.2
Horst makes it easy to conclude that a 50 percent owner
of property is responsible for 50 percent of the tax
benefits and burdens arising from property as soon as the
corresponding economic benefits and burdens are real-
ized. The substantial economic effect test contradicts
Horst’s teaching that income from property is taxable to
the owner thereof. By allowing partnerships to divide tax
benefits and burdens in a manner disproportionate to
relative ownership, subchapter K turns Horst on its head.
Why should that be the case? Why should we measure
partnership tax benefits and burdens so differently from
individuals or shareholders, and indeed in a manner that

makes no economic sense? Let’s look at the history of
special allocations before articulating what has become a
virtually meaningless, yet rote, justification for the cur-
rent state of affairs.

The principle that an owner of property should be
taxed in accordance with her relative ownership seems so
obvious that in an apparent case of first impression, the
IRS long ago succinctly stated that ‘‘income from a
particular source can not be allocated to one partner of a
partnership for income tax purposes, but must be di-
vided pro rata among the several partners.’’3 First im-
pressions, that one having been articulated in 1919, are
usually simple, elegant, and obviously correct — so much
so that they rarely need elaboration. When elaboration
became the more frequent bane of tax law, particularly in
subchapter K, the IRS turned a simple, one-sentence
ruling into a longer, less elegant, near dissertation:

[The 1919, one-sentence ruling] merely states the
fundamental proposition that the distributive share
of a partner in partnership income represents his
pro rata share of each and every type of partnership
income, i.e., in dividing partnership income the
partners will be considered as dividing all items of
common income in the same proportion. For ex-
ample, if one partner has a drawing account of
$6,000 and the other partner a drawing account of
$12,000 and they are to divide all remaining income
on a 50-50 basis, $18,000 is divided between the
partners 2 to 1, and any remaining income is
divided between them 50-50 without regard to the
source of any item included in the partnership
income. In this and similar situations, it would be
immaterial what services were actually performed
by each partner and to what extent the source of the
income was from services and to what extent it was
from the employment of capital. The stated view
reflects the basic proposition that partnership in-
come, as well as partnership property, is a single
fund to be divided between the partners in the
agreed ratio. Different items of income of a single
partnership cannot be divided differently between
the partners depending upon the source any more
than can various items of property held by the
partnership be conceived as being held in different
ratios or being owned in different ratios by different
partners. For example, if, in accordance with the
partnership agreement, the partnership purchased
certain assets at the direction of A from funds
contributed by him to the partnership, and such
assets were to be held for his account, it seems clear

1Lee Sheppard, ‘‘NYSBA Considers Partnership Questions,’’
Tax Notes, Jan. 30, 2006, p. 448.

2311 U.S. 112 (1940). Of particular relevance to partners’
ability to make special allocations is:

Underlying the reasoning in these cases is the thought
that income is ‘‘realized’’ by the assignor because he, who
owns or controls the source of the income, also controls
the disposition of that which he could have received
himself and diverts the payment from himself to others as
the means of procuring the satisfaction of his wants. The
taxpayer has equally enjoyed the fruits of his labor or
investment and obtained the satisfaction of his desires
whether he collects and uses the income to procure those
satisfactions, or whether he disposes of his right to collect
it as the means of procuring them.

Id. at 116-117. 3O.D. 140, 1 C.B. 174 (1919).
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that the purchase money used to acquire such
assets was, in effect, distributed to A and the assets
so purchased were assets owned by A and not the
partnership, notwithstanding the partnership
agreement provided that such purchase money
should be continued to be regarded as partnership
capital.4

The discussion wasn’t nearly as simple and elegant as
the statement made on first impression, but the meaning
remained the same. A good rule of thumb in life, politics,
and even tax law is ‘‘don’t elaborate.’’ It is much harder
to find a way around a simply stated axiom than it is to
find ways around the elaborate rationale for an axiom.
The IRS kept elaborating, though, until the simple truth
evaporated among all the verbiage. In 1957, one year
after it sought to improve on the articulation of first
impression, the IRS came to the opposite conclusion. It
stated that ‘‘partners may, in accordance with the part-
nership agreement, share various items of partnership
profit and loss in different ratios, provided such agree-
ment is not for the purpose of avoidance of income taxes
by a partner.’’5 That last elaboration, of course, opened
the floodgates to special allocations and eventually made
it necessary to articulate the substantial economic effect
standard.

Equity losses occur, by the way, when similarly situ-
ated taxpayers suffer inexact tax consequences. It is also
axiomatic that subchapter K hopes and intends that
partners will be taxed exactly like individuals except
when real administrative burdens justify a departure
from that standard. Congress’s concession to departures
from that standard, for example, by making inside basis
adjustments optional or allowing partners to elect some
allocation methods for section 704(c) property, implies
that the efficiency gains resulting from the intentional
departure are sufficient to compensate the rest of us for
the equity loss. It seems apparent, though, that Con-
gress’s tolerance for distortions, as well as the case for
efficiency gains from distortions as between partners and
individuals, is waning. There is a discernable trend to
make ‘‘less optional’’ some provisions that, if elected,
would cure those distortions. The American Jobs Cre-
ation Act of 2004 (P.L. 108-357) made ‘‘less optional’’
some basis adjustments and before that the Treasury
Department made ‘‘less optional’’ some allocation meth-
ods regarding built-in gain or loss property. The partner-
ship antiabuse regulations essentially express a greater
skepticism regarding the notion that efficiency gains
caused by subchapter K distortions outweigh equity
losses. The implication is that Congress no longer be-
lieves the implicit assertion that efficiency gains derived
from partners’ ability to ‘‘do whatever they want’’ make
up for astonishing equity losses.

The nearly universal, one-word justification in defense
of partners’ right to allocate tax benefits and burdens
among themselves in whatever manner that is not obvi-
ously for tax avoidance is this: flexibility. The flexibility
mantra was first asserted in the legislative history under-

lying modern subchapter K and then was repeated when
the IRS promulgated what are now some of the most
prodigiously impenetrable regulations under the tax
code. Neither the legislative history nor the preamble to
the regulations explained what flexibility means or why
it justifies special allocations. It is very difficult, though,
to find a single written discussion about special alloca-
tions, scholarly or otherwise, that does not reflexively
repeat the flexibility mantra, invariably without explana-
tion or challenge. The flexibility mantra has been asserted
almost as effectively as the advertising campaign for
Listerine. Old-timers might remember that Listerine suc-
cessfully convinced Americans that it was good for colds
and that it was just as good as flossing. That, too, proved
to be one of the great myths of the 20th century.

The flexibility mantra means, essentially, that if part-
ners were required to report their tax benefits and
burdens in proportion to their claim on residual partner-
ship capital (capital account allocations), they would be
unable to engage in some transactions and the rest of us
would suffer because those burdened transactions create
efficiency gains from which we all benefit. That is, of
course, a very difficult claim to dispute because propo-
nents never identify any specific transactions that could
not be achieved without the desired flexibility. There are
two observations, one objective another subjective, that at
the least should cause us great pause. The first of those
concerns joint economic actors’ demonstrated needs and
preferences. Joint economic actors appear to be thriving
without the flexibility that causes so much inequity in the
tax code. In 1999, for example, S corporation returns
increased by 5.3 percent while limited liability company
returns increased by only 4.4 percent. Also, there were 10
percent more newly formed S corporations than the total
number of partnerships.6 By 2002 there were twice as
many S corporations formed as there were partnerships
or LLCs.7 Clearly, the choice of business trend is toward
S corporations; even owners of those entities hardly enjoy
the flexibility that proponents of special allocations assert
as absolutely necessary. S corporation owners are either
terribly irrational or the flexibility mantra is nothing
more than slick advertising.

Another point sometimes made takes a bit more
sophistication to debunk. Some scholars and practitio-
ners assert, implicitly or explicitly, that the flexibility that
allows partners to pick and choose their tax benefits and
burdens is efficient because it motivates joint actors with
varying risk tolerances to undertake risky investments
that they would otherwise eschew. Economic rationale
always seems impenetrable, and yet history tells us that
economic forecasts are not nearly as reliable as weather
forecasts. Legal economists note, quite correctly, that
partnerships generate efficiency gains for society because
the mutual strivings that occur within the partnership
context generate beneficial economic activity. Mutual

4Rev. Rul. 56-134, 1956-1 C.B. 649.
5Rev. Rul. 57-138, 1957-1 C.B. 543.

6Lawrence Lokken, ‘‘As the World of Partnership Taxation
Turns,’’ 56 SMU L. Rev. 365, 367-368 (2003).

7Christopher Hoyt, ‘‘Hoyt on LLCs v. S Corps: Theory v.
Practice,’’ http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2006/01/
hoyt_on_llcs_v_.html.
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strivings increase aggregate utility. Therefore, the argu-
ment goes, tax law should encourage the sort of ‘‘all for
one, and one for all’’ ethos that characterizes partner-
ships. That this argument is a non sequitur as it concerns
special allocations seems apparent by the rise and fall of
S corporations and partnerships, respectively. But then,
there might be a population of joint economic actors who,
if deprived of special allocations, would not simply
migrate to S corporations but would instead forgo joint
economic activity altogether. Intellectual honesty re-
quires us to at least admit to the possibility. Even if we
admit to the possibility, though, we are still unable to
articulate a convincing rationale by reference to the
efficiency gains derived from partnerships. As just noted,
those gains come from the fiduciary duties that necessar-
ily characterize mutual partnership strivings. Recent evi-
dence, anecdotal though it may be, indicates that special
allocations are not used by partners for mutual strivings
— sharing of risks — but instead to ‘‘game’’ one another
in much the same fashion that independent parties
engage in arm’s-length bargaining. In particular, partners
use special allocations to duplicate loan transactions or to
transfer capital ownership in compensation for services.
Partnerships are not using special allocations to share
risks, but instead to trade and bargain in risks the way
individuals bargain outside the partnership context. The
distinction is admittedly quite subtle but the efficiency
gains arising from special allocations are not at all
particular to partnerships. They are merely variations of
the efficiency gains that arise when independent parties
engage in opposite-end bargaining. The equity losses, on

the other hand, are very high and, as just noted, not at all
compensated for by efficiency gains.

One last point is appropriate. The assertion that spe-
cial allocations allow partners to do what they could do
outside the partnership and therefore are not inequitable
proves too much. The regulations under section 704
necessarily admit to equity losses. The substantial eco-
nomic effect safe harbor, particularly as it applies in
conjunction with the ‘‘value equals basis’’ presumption
and the ceiling rule, accommodates a large amount of
distortion because we are unable to conclusively discount
the arguments that flexibility is justified by the mere
possibility that transactions exist somewhere in the uni-
verse that justify special allocations. The assertion is
accepted, by the way, despite the fact that nobody has
ever once pointed to a transaction that would be pre-
vented by forcing partners to make proportionate alloca-
tions. Anyway, that an opposite-end transaction can be
accomplished outside the partnership context proves,
rather, that the flexibility and inherent inequity of special
allocations is not necessary within the partnership con-
text.

All of that brings us back to the first impression made
at the beginning of this column and indeed articulated by
the IRS in 1919. It is a ‘‘fundamental proposition’’ that the
owners of property bear the economic benefits and
burdens from ownership. Tax law’s first impression was
that the proposition applied with equal force in the
partnership setting, and there is still no reason why we
should have ever second-guessed that first impression.
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